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A NOTE FROM THE SMC CHAIR
Greetings and welcome to the inaugural edition of the 
SAE International Systems Management Council’s (SMC) 
Newsletter. I am honored and excited to be sharing the 
great things happening in the SMC committees. By way of 
introduction, I have asked each Committee to submit an article 
for this newsletter. It is my hope that everyone takes the time 
to learn more about each of the committees in the SMC and 
the great work they are doing. 

During these challenging times of travel and face-to-face 
meeting restrictions, along with other challenges that we 
face in our world, I have been very impressed that these 
committees have continued without missing a beat. In some 
cases, they are thriving and becoming even more productive! 
I salute their hard work and again encourage you to take the 
time to explore each of the committees and find out what 
they’re all about. 

If per chance you find something of interest, I invite you to 
consider joining one of the SMC committees and find out how 
interesting and fulfilling it can be to participate at the ground 
level on some of the most impactful standards in the industry. 
Come on in ... the water is just fine! 

I hope you enjoy this edition and look forward to many future 
issues.

Moving Forward!

Jim Colson 
Chair, SAE Systems Management Council

SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT 
COUNCIL OVERVIEW
The Systems Management Council (SMC) is SAE International’s 
engineering management component. It manages the 
standards program and oversees the activities of its 
specialized engineering committees. In addition to serving as 
a forum for discussion of technical management matters, the 
Council prepares industry positions on proposed legislation, 
studies, regulations, standards, and related documents. 

The SMC was created in 2016 as an interdisciplinary, cross-
sector council responsible for developing, maintaining and 
evolving standards which cover processes used to manage 
the development, production, and sustainment of systems, 
including products and services. These processes include, 
but are not limited to systems engineering, reliability analysis, 
configuration management, product data management, 
system safety, and product support analysis.

SMC provides strategic and operational electronic systems 
and technology leadership, policy, processes, standards, and 

expertise to support the collective interest and initiatives 
of SAE International member companies and government 
organizations. Membership includes senior engineering and 
operations management representatives. The Council sponsors 
three meetings annually at which members review current 
issues/initiatives and committee activities. 

Systems Management Council leadership is:

The Council provides guidance to individuals and companies 
on new systems and technology and enhances the technical 
capability of the constituent members’ staffs through selective 
robust education and training programs. 

SMC tasks include: 

• Producing and balloting industry standards and handbooks 
such as EIA-649 on Configuration Management and GEIA-
HB-649 on Configuration Management. 

Chair: James Colson, Director, 
CAM/S Learning, Defense 
Acquisitions University

Vice Chair: Dmitry Tananko, 
Manager-Reliability, General 
Dynamics Land Systems

Secretary: Ryan Mayes, 
Military Officer, US Army
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• Providing input to policy decisions such as baseline
management changes needed to Section 4 of the Defense
Acquisition Guide (DAG) and DoD Instruction 5000.02.

• Providing support and input to government tasks such as
the resurrection of Military Standards like MIL-STD-973 and
the update of Government CM DIDs. The committee also
works with the DOD Standardization Office to receive and
provide input to current DOD issues and policy

AN OVERVIEW OF SMC 
COMMITTEES
Here are brief descriptions of the current SMC committees:

EIDM Enterprise Information and Data Management – 
The Enterprise Information and Data Management (EIDM) 
committee’s purpose is to enhance the ability of individuals 
and organizations to effectively utilize data and information 
as the foundation for decisions and actions. The EIDM 
committee shall develop standards, recommendations and 
guidelines which advance, promote, and institutionalize data 
and information management. 

G-33 Configuration Management – The G-33 Configuration 
Management (CM) Committee is chartered as an 
interdisciplinary, cross-sector (industry/commercial and 
defense/government) forum that is responsible for the 
development, coordination, publication, and maintenance of 
the SAE CM Standards, Technical Bulletins, and Handbooks 
for their evolution.

G-41 Reliability – The G-41 Committee is focused on
standards and handbooks that take a systems engineering
approach to reliability that align best practices of reliability
management, design and testing with reliability methods
that provide the most value and the least risk in terms of
achieving reliable products.

G-45 Human Systems Integration – The Human Systems
Integration (HSI) Committee focuses on processes, tools,
requirements, and guidelines to assure satisfactory human-
system integration. The primary focus areas of the SAE
G-45 HSI committee are: defining, assessing and optimizing
human-system interfaces; maximizing human and human-
system performance and; minimizing personnel-driven
customer ownership costs.

G-46 EMI-EMC – The G-46 committee deals with the
system-oriented discipline that ensures electromagnetic
compatibility in electronics design. The committee’s work
also includes spectrum management and conservation,
secure communications, and electromagnetic emission,
susceptibility, control and characterization.

G-47 Systems Engineering – The G-47 Committee
serves as an industry focal point for systems engineering

by developing and maintaining standards, coalescing 
industry positions, preparing and coordinating positions on 
government policies & practices, and promoting sharing of 
best practices on the engineering of systems.

G-48 System Safety – The G-48 Committee develops
technical and program criteria, procedures, and methodology
for the application of system safety engineering at all phases
of the life cycle of a system or equipment. It documents and
disseminates standard analytical techniques for enhancing
system safety and conducting industry surveys for the
purpose of improving techniques for testing, collecting, and
distributing historical operational system safety data.

LCLS Life Cycle Logistics Supportability – The SAE Life Cycle 
Logistics Supportability (LCLS) is focused on standards and 
handbooks that facilitate the acquisition logistics process. 
By developing and maintaining supportability standards and 
handbooks, coalescing industry positions and preparing and 
coordinating positions on government policies and practices 
the committee is the industry innovation point for Logistics 
Product Data. 

PNT Position, Navigation, and Timing – The Position, 
Navigation, and Timing (PNT) Committee develops standards 
that define architectures, sensors, interfaces, training, and 
certification recommended practices, so that the commercial 
marketplace can continue to develop products and capabilities 
to provide robust and resilient PNT solutions for consumers. 

ENTERPRISE INFORMATION 
AND DATA MANAGEMENT 
COMMITTEE SEEKS NEW 
MEMBERS
The SAE Enterprise Information and Data Management 
(EIDM) committee is leading the development of standards, 
and providing recommendations and guidelines to enable 
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companies to advance, promote, and institutionalize data 
and information management. The committee addresses the 
complete lifecycle of product and product related data and 
associated information from concept through disposal. 

The committee’s purpose is to improve management of 
data and information through collaboration with the users, 
developers, and decision makers. It addresses topics including 
full digitization, automated environments, digital work 
products, digital threads, underlying threats with respect to 
cybersecurity, and 3-D modeling. 

The committee includes participants and members from 
industry, government, and other organizations across the 
global aerospace, commercial, and defense industries. If you 
would like to join the committee and help create standards, 
or would like more information, please contact Jordanna 
Bucciere at Jordanna.Bucciere@sae.org. 

For additional information on the EIDM committee, visit: sae.
org/servlets/works/committeeHome.do?comtID=SMCEIDM 

G-46 COMMITTEE FOCUSES 
ON ELECTROMAGNETIC 
COMPATIBILITY
The SAE G-46 EMI-EMC Committee deals with the 
system-oriented discipline that ensures electromagnetic 
compatibility in electronics design. The committee develops 
technical criteria and procedures to guide the design 
engineer. Its work also includes spectrum management and 
conservation, secure communications, and electromagnetic 

emission, susceptibility, control and characterization And 
provides a focus on government and vehicle-agnostic 
defense requirements to complement the SAE AE-4 
committee focusing on aerospace EMC requirements. 
G-46 meetings include a status report on AE-4 standards 
activities. Additionally, G-46 continues to actively support 
the US DoD in their development and update of key military 
EMC standards, MIL-STD-461 and MIL-STD-464, among other 
Military standards.

Published Standards: EIA/IS-647 – Requirements for the 
Control of Electromagnetic Interference Emissions and 
Susceptibility Characteristics of Equipment Intended to 
Operate in Severe Electromagnetic Environments

The G-46 Committee will hold its 104th meeting in 
August 2020, in conjunction with the IEEE EMC Virtual 
Symposium. This meeting will be spread out over 
three consecutive days and will be cosponsored by the 
IEEE EMC Technical Committees; TC-3 (committee on 
Electromagnetic Environments), TC-5 (committee on High 
Power Electromagnetics) and TC-6 (committee on Spectrum 
Engineering). Featured speakers will present on lightning 
protection, dynamic spectrum access, EMI-EMC Military 
Standards, electromagnetic environments, and NASA 
electromagnetic environmental effects.

The G-46 committee is headed by Robert Davis (Lockheed 
Martin Corporation) chair, Thomas Fagan (Aerospace 
Corporation) vice chair, Karen Dyberg (Raytheon) outgoing 
secretary and Dr. Sarah Seguin (Third Iron) incoming secretary.

SAE RELIABILITY COMMITTEES 
MERGED 
Two SAE International committees – the G-11R Reliability 
Committee, and the GVR Ground Vehicle Reliability 
Committee – are being merged into the SAE G-41 
Reliability Committee.

The merging of all reliability expertise under one committee 
creates a single and comprehensive authority in the SAE 
standards community for reliability activities. The G-41 
committee resides under the SAE Systems Management 
Council which includes sector-agnostic disciplines for 
government procurement and industry such as Systems 
Engineering, Logistics, and Safety.

Examples of the G-11R and GVR standards include: 

mailto:Jordanna.Bucciere@sae.org
https://www.sae.org/servlets/works/committeeHome.do?comtID=SMCEIDM
https://www.sae.org/servlets/works/committeeHome.do?comtID=SMCEIDM
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Document Title Committee

GEIASTD0009A Reliability Program 
Standard for Systems 
Design, Development, and 
Manufacturing

G41

TAHB0009A Reliability Program 
Handbook

G41

J2816_201804 Guide for Reliability 
Analysis Using the 
Physics-of-Failure Process

GVR

J2869_201608 Mechanical Systems 
Physics-of-Failure Analysis 
Experimental Validation

GVR

J2940_202002 Use of Model Verification 
and Validation in Product 
Reliability and Confidence 
Assessments

GVR

J2958_202002 Report on Unmanned 
Ground Vehicle Reliability

GVR

J3119_202004 Reliability, Maintainability, 
and Sustainability Terms 
and Definitions

GVR

AIR4845 The Fmeca Process in the 
Concurrent Engineering 
(Ce) Environment

G11R

AIR4896 Recommended Rms 
Terms and Parameters

G11R

AIR5121A Software Supportability - 
An Overview

G11R

ARP5580 Recommended Failure 
Modes and Effects 
Analysis (FMEA) Practices 
for Non-Automobile 
Applications

G11R

ARP5638 Rms Terms and 
Definitions

G11R

JA1000/1_201205 Reliability Program 
Standard Implementation 
Guide

G11R

JA1000_201205 Reliability Program 
Standard

G11R

JA1002_201205 Software Reliability 
Program Standard

G11R

JA1003_201205 Software Reliability 
Program Implementation 
Guide

G11R

JA1004_201205 Software Supportability 
Program Standard

G11R

JA1005_201205 Software Supportability 
Program Implementation 
Guide

G11R

JA1006_201205 Software Support Concept G11R

“The merger brings reliability experts together under the 
same roof, and recognizes the fact that modern reliability 
approaches should be agnostic and not dependent on any 
particular flavor or industry,” said Dmitry Tananko, Chair 
of the SMC G-41 Committee and Vice Chair of the Systems 
Management Council.

In addition to the merger, the committee has been reviewing 
the alignment of existing reliability-related standards and 
handbooks (from SAE and other sources) to U.S. Department 
of Defense (DoD Acquisition Policy and Reliability Body 
of Knowledge (BoK) tasks. This effort has identified major 
trends in Reliability and Maintainability science towards 
Model Based Reliability, and revealed potential gaps and 
improvement opportunities in the reliability tools that are 
needed for future work. 

The SMC-G-41 Committee is responsible for both ANSI/
GEIA-STD-0009 (“Reliability Program Standard for Systems 
Design, Development, and Manufacturing,” for which Revision 
A will be published in the coming weeks), and its companion 
TAHB0009 (“Reliability Program Handbook”) originally 
published in 2013 and revised in 2019. 

Collectively, the committees’ documents have become the 
focal points for reliability in developing modern and complex 
systems in different industries, including defense, aerospace, 
and automotive. 

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
COMMITTEE SEEKS 
PARTICIPANTS FOR CURRENT 
PROJECTS 
SAE’s G-47 Systems Engineering Committee currently has 
several projects in development, and is looking for systems 
engineering practitioners interested in participating on the 
committee and assisting with these efforts. 

In 2018, the committee released SAE-1001, “Integrated 
Project Processes for Engineering a System.” This 
standard provides an integrated set of project-level 
technical processes to aid in the engineering or 
reengineering of a system. It applies to any type of 
system: commercial or non-commercial; large or small; 
complex or simple; new or legacy; precedented or 
unprecedented. The standard covers systems composed 
of any combination of hardware, software, firmware, 
personnel, facilities, data, materials, services, techniques, 
or processes. (See sae.org/standards/development/
enewsletters/ for more information on this standard.)

The committee’s current projects include continued 
refinement and generation of a standard on Technical Reviews 
to complement SAE-1001, development of an application 

https://www.sae.org/standards/development/enewsletters/
https://www.sae.org/standards/development/enewsletters/
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guidebook to SAE-1001, and the development of a standards 
architecture framework to drive further improvements in the 
alignment and coordination among the standards from SAE’s 
Systems Management Council.

The Technical Reviews standard, SAE1011, consists of a 
framework consistent with SAE-1001 for the review and 
maturation of development projects ranging from advanced 
concept systems to systems targeted for widespread 
application and deployment. It will provide guidance on review 
subjects, detailed topics, and criteria in a structured approach 
and include information on recommended practices for the 
conduct of reviews. These practices will include information 
on conducting incremental (“agile”) reviews, organizational 
lessons learned from reviews, and efficient and effective 
techniques for projects to leverage reviews as part of the 
overall development effort. The committee is looking for 
experienced personnel to help in populating the details of the 
framework and sharing best practices and knowledge in a 
format to help other organizations improve their own efforts in 
conducting Technical Reviews.

The application guidebook, SAE-1001-1 is intended to focus on 
the application of SAE-1001, by providing additional insight 
and methods on applying the concepts and processes in SAE 
1001 to a range of system development project types and 
their associated considerations. These considerations include 
different development approaches, the use of advanced 
modeling tools and techniques, different system types, and 
varying degrees of legacy / reuse versus new design elements 
in a system. It will also provide guidance on the relationship 
and application of Lean and Six Sigma concepts to system 
development with SAE 1001.

The standards architecture framework is being led by the 
G-47 Committee, but it involves all Committees under the SAE 
Systems Management Council (SMC). The goal is to develop a 
framework and methods to clarify and highlight the interplay 
and interconnections among the various standards produced 
by the SMC Committees, and develop improvements to 
standards so those interactions are readily seen and can be 
understood by users of the standards.

The G-47 Committee has identified additional projects, 
including the development of training material on SAE-1001, 
support for SAE’s Smart Cities initiative, and support for an 
initiative supporting DoD on reliability standards.

If you are interested in helping the G-47 Systems Engineering 
Committee with any of the above efforts, or just want 
to become involved in future projects and efforts by the 
committee, please contact Jordanna Bucciere, Standards 
Specialist, at Jordanna.Bucciere@sae.org. 

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 
COMMITTEE PARTNERS WITH 
INCOSE
The SAE G-33 Configuration Management Committee is 
collaborating with the International Council on Systems 
Engineering (INCOSE) on a series of mutually beneficial 
activities related to configuration management.

These activities have included the G-33 committee reviewing 
and collecting inputs for suggested prioritization of INCOSE’s 
technical topics, and the co-development of a Systems Modeling 
Language (SysML) model of the EIA-649C “Configuration 
Management” standard, which was published in 2019.

INCOSE is a not-for-profit membership organization 
designed to connect Systems Engineering professionals 
with educational, networking, and career-advancement 
opportunities, along with a focus on producing state-of-
the-art work products that support and enhance systems 
engineering viability.

mailto:Jordanna.Bucciere@sae.org
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SYSTEM SAFETY COMMITTEE 
UPDATING BEST PRACTICES 
STANDARD, DEVELOPING NEW 
STANDARDS
The SAE G-48 System Safety Committee is currently working 
on updating GEIA-STD-0010A, “Standard Best Practices for 
System Safety Program Development and Execution.” This 
standard, originally published in 2008 and last revised in 2018, 
provides a standard practice for conducting system safety.

This standard is referenced in requirements documents 
used to offer contracts for the development of concepts and 
final products providing the user with a baseline of proven 
concepts and best practices to efficiently develop system 
safety programs for complex systems. 

The committee is also working on the development of 
two new standards – SAE1005 (“Model Based Functional 
Safety”) and SAE1003 (“Glossary of System Safety 
Engineering and Management”). It is anticipated that these 
documents will be valuable references to users of system 
safety engineering management.

With more than 150 participants representing industry, 
academia, and government developers, producers and users 
of complex systems, the G-48 committee is chaired by Paul 
Sorensen of Northrop Grumman Mission Systems, supported 
by Vice Chair Christopher Trumble of US Army. The committee 
develops technical and program criteria, procedures, and 
methodology for the application of system safety engineering 
at all phases of the lifecycle of a system.

If you are interested in participating in the G-48 System Safety 
Committee, or for more information, contact Jeff Adkins at 
jeff.adkins@sae.org.

REVISION OF LOGISTICS 
PRODUCT DATA STANDARD 
PUBLISHED
A new revision of SAE GEIA-STD-0007C, “Logistics Product 
Data,” was published by the LCLS Life Cycle Logistics and 
Supportability Committee in November 2019.

This standard defines logistics product data generated 
during the requirement definition and design of an industry 
or government system, end item, or product. It makes use of 
the Extensible Markup Language (XML) through the use of 
entities and attributes that comprise logistics product data 
and their definitions. 

The standard has been revised to incorporate several 
Logistics Product Data (LPD) enhancements and to improve 
the efficiency of LPD exchange transactions. The changes 
include new entities and attributes to capture reliability 
analyses results, a redesigned schema, the ability to 
extend the core entities, and expanding definitions to allow 
international values.

SAE GEIA-STD-0007C is designed to provide users with 
a uniform set of data tags for all or portions of logistics 
product data. It can be applied to any industry or 
government product, system or equipment acquisition 
program, major modification program, and applicable 
research and development projects. 

For more information or to purchase GEIA-STD-0007C, click.
sae.org/standards/content/geiastd0007c/. 

mailto:jeff.adkins@sae.org
https://www.sae.org/standards/content/geiastd0007c/
https://www.sae.org/standards/content/geiastd0007c/
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SAE PNT COMMITTEE 
WELCOMES NEW VICE CHAIR, 
SECRETARY
The SAE Position, Navigation, and Timing (PNT) Committee 
is celebrating its third anniversary in 2020. The committee 
has published five standards, and has 15 standards under 
development. Three of the five standards defined the eLoran 
signal. Two companies recently demonstrated eLoran 
technology in a U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) 
demonstration of backup GPS capability and complementary 
PNT services (transportation.gov/pnt/gps-backup-
demonstration-participants-and-technologies). DOT is working 
in conjunction with the Department of Defense, Department 
of Homeland Security and civilian partners to develop and test 
these critical backups, ensuring a more robust and resilient 
national PNT architecture.

The five current standards that PNT has developed are:

SAE1002  U.S. National Grid Standard 

SAE6857  Requirements for a Terrestrial Based 
Positioning, Navigation, and Timing (PNT) 
System to Improve Navigation Solutions and 
Ensure Critical Infrastructure Security 

SAE9990  Transmitted Enhanced Loran (eLoran) Signal 
Standard 

SAE9990/1  Transmitted Enhanced Loran (eLoran) 
Signal Standard for Tri-State Pulse Position 
Modulation 

SAE9990/2  Transmitted Enhanced Loran (eLoran) Signal 
Standard for 9th Pulse Modulation

The 15 standards under development cover a broad spectrum 
of PNT to include standards that could improve the accuracy 
and resilience of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) 
receivers, standards for inertial measurement units, and 
standards interfacing complementary PNT services with 
legacy equipment.

Recently, Dana Goward accepted the position of vice chair 
of the committee, and Guy Buesnel accepted the position of 
secretary.

Goward is a member of The National Space Based PNT 
Advisory. and President of the Resilient Navigation and 
Timing Foundation, which is a 501(c)3 scientific and 
educational charity dedicated to protecting, toughening, 
and augmenting GPS signals. Foundation efforts include 
supporting GPS spectrum protection, stronger laws, and 
better enforcement against jamming and spoofing, and 
making GPS services nearly “bullet proof” with a high-power 
terrestrial augmenting signal.

Buesnel is a PNT Security Technologist with particular interest 
in real world threats to GNSS, including RF Interference, 
spoofing, solar weather (including scintillation). He is the 
Technical Marketing Engineer with the Spirent Positioning 
and Timing Team at Paignton, UK, a Chartered Physicist, a 
Member of the Institute of Physics, and a Fellow of the Royal 
Institute of Navigation.

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 
STANDARD REVISION
The SAE G-33 Configuration Management Committee released 
Revision C of EIA-649 (“Configuration Management Standard”) 
in February 2019. This standard is intended to be used when 
establishing, performing, evaluating, or improving Configuration 
Management (CM) processes.

The five CM functions and their principles enable a user of 
this standard to plan and implement a CM program for a 
product, project, or enterprise over the product lifecycle, with 
utilization of neutral CM terminology that has historically been 
used in various product environments. EIA-649C is applicable 
to and used in a wide range of industry sectors, including rail 
transportation, aerospace, defense, agriculture, automotive, 
electronic, chemical, robotics, telecommunications, pulp 
and paper, steel, shipbuilding, food, textile, mining, water, 
construction, energy, electrical, petroleum, mass media, 
financial, insurance, health care, hospitality, information, 
software, entertainment, education, sports, transportation, 
and real estate.

The committee is now working on three documents supporting 
the implementation of EIA-649C:

https://www.transportation.gov/pnt/gps-backup-demonstration-participants-and-technologies
https://www.transportation.gov/pnt/gps-backup-demonstration-participants-and-technologies
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• GEIA-HB-649 (“Configuration Management Standard 
Implementation Guide”) will provide additional “how to” 
guidance to assist users in understanding the principles 
and functions of EIA-649C, and how to plan and implement 
effective Configuration Management

• SAE-EIA-649-1A (“Configuration Management Requirements 
for Defense Contracts”) will be a unique companion document 
to the standard that is intended to be invoked on the contracts 
of defense agencies such as the US Department of Defense 
(DoD) and NATO programs where the acquirer tailors its 
configuration management requirements to make them 
applicable to a specific program, while also being consistent 
with EIA-649C principles. This document will have modified 18 
CM-related Data Item Descriptions (DIDs), five CM-related DoD 
forms, 22 software DIDs for Information Processing Standards 
for Computers (DI-IPSC), and added instructions to support the 
implementation of this companion document.

• SAE-EIA-649-2A (“Configuration Management Requirements 
for Aeronautics and Space”) will take the CM requirements 
for NASA Enterprise and broaden the CM practices to include 
applicability to civil regulations such as FAA or EASA. The 
revised requirements will include CM support for Model Based 
Engineering, Test and Simulations Management Baselines, 
Data Architecture, Technical Data Packages, certifications, 
and Data Requirements.

HUMAN SYSTEMS INTEGRATION 
COMMITTEE DEVELOPING NEW 
STANDARDS
The G-45 Human Systems Integration (HSI) Committee, which 
issued the landmark “Standard Practice for Human Systems 
Integration” (SAE6906) in 2019, is currently developing 
standards on manpower, personnel, survivability, and 
habitability. The committee expects to release three new 
standards over the next two years.

With these three standards, along with SAE6906, the 
military services will have, for the first time, a complete set of 
requirements for HSI and its seven domains.

SAE has long been at the forefront of HSI standards 
development. SAE6906, which provides comprehensive 
guidance to industry for responding to Department of Defense 
(DoD) requests for HSI on future acquisition programs, covers 
everything from program initiation, requirements management, 
analysis, and design, to logistics support and sustainment.

The G-45 committee works with DoD and service personnel, 
and representatives of other HSI-related organizations (such as 
the Human Factors & Ergonomics Society and National Defense 
Industrial Association) to ensure that its efforts are coordinated 
with the defense community at large. 

The DoD is currently introducing new frameworks for 
accelerated acquisition, recognizing the need for agile and 
rapid prototyping and fielding of new equipment, subsystems 
and even entire new systems. The G-45 committee is currently 
working with the DoD, the services, and the Naval Postgraduate 
School to help keep HSI as a core discipline in the new 
acquisition framework.

If you are interested in joining the G-45 Human Systems 
Integration Committee, or for more information, contact 
Rhonda Joseph at Rhonda.Joseph@sae.org.

DOCUMENT SPONSORS
Documents Published between May 1, 2019 and Aug 1, 2020 
Includes: Systems Management Council

Sponsor Employer

Mitchell Kaarlela Lockheed Martin Aeronautics

David Lamb US Army

Ryan Mayes US Army

Keyla Pagan Rivera Institute for Defense Analyses

Steve Rohde Retired

Dmitry Tananko General Dynamics Corp

mailto:Rhonda.Joseph@sae.org
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